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Abstract

Heliophysics is the study of highly energetic events that originate on the Sun and propagate through the
solar system. Such events can cause critical and possibly fatal disruption of the electromagnetic systems
on spacecraft and on ground based structures such as electric power grids, so there is a clear need to
understand the events in their totality as they propagate through space and time. The eScience challenge
posed is that the data was gathered by many observatories and communities that have hitherto not needed
to work together. Firstly, this involves the problem of helping users to more easily find and understand the
relevance of data, especially data from outside their domain. Secondly, it involves solving challenges of data
integration. We describe the design of the HELIO infrastructure, based on the use of Web Services linked
together by workflows and accessible via portal-based user interfaces. We also discuss current progress in
the implementation of this infrastructure and the feedback from the user community.
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1. An e-Science infrastructure for helio-
physics

Heliophysics is the study of the effects of the
Sun on the Solar System; it addresses problems
that span a number of existing disciplines — solar
and heliospheric physics, and magnetospheric and
ionospheric physics for the Earth and other plan-
ets. The discipline is closely related to the study
of Space Weather (whose effects on modern tech-
nology are well documented [1, 2]) but heliophysics
is more generalised, covering all parts of the Solar
System rather than just the Sun-Earth connection.
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In order to undertake searches that are
scientifically-interesting in heliophysics, we need to
understand the origins of phenomena and how they
propagate through interplanetary space, i.e., the
path they follow and the time scales involved. This
requires the ability to track both spacecraft and
different types of solar emissions in 4-dimensions,
which is a key difference from other astrophysical
searches based on images of the “deep-sky” which
can use a two dimensional coordinate system based
on the celestial sphere [3].

Virtual Observatories (VxO for short) have been
a highly successful approach to issues of data shar-
ing and re-use in astronomy [4]. A Virtual Obser-
vatory for Heliophysics (VHO) needs extra tools to
extend the essentially two dimensional search space
of deep sky astronomy, since even though the deep-
sky astronomy community has developed standards
for data models and access methods that reduce
the complexity of the e-Infrastructure required for
a virtual observatory, they do not address the more
complex search problems of heliophysics. Within
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the Heliophysics Science Division of NASA the ap-
proach has been to establish a number of small vir-
tual observatories (often called the VxOs) that ad-
dress individual parts of the heliophysics system —
Sun, heliosphere, magnetosphere, etc. In the HE-
LIO (Heliophysics Integrated Observatory)1 project
we decided instead to address the complete system,
since it allows a richer and more comprehensive
search environment, and deal with the problems of
data management separately.

The communities involved in heliophysics have
evolved independently over decades, even centuries.
Although the links between the effects observed in
the disciplines are now evident, there have been vir-
tually no attempts to coordinate the way the sci-
entists collectively conduct their data analyses. As
a consequence, there are considerable differences in
the way the communities store, describe and think
about data, and this has a consequence of encour-
aging scientists in the domain to focus on extremely
narrow data-sets instead of looking at the much
broader sweep of data available from the past 40
years of data collection; it is these challenges that
the HELIO project was established to address.

In order to facilitate the study of this new disci-
pline, HELIO needed to tackle issues in a number
of areas related to two basic requirements:

• Provide integrated access to data from all
the domains of heliophysics that are held in
archives around the world.

• Provide the means to conduct searches across
the domains to identify data-sets of interest.

We have previously [5] described the scientific
challenges involved. In the present work we de-
scribe the eScience infrastructure we are creating
to meet these challenges. A major research prob-
lem is to search multiple catalogues or databases to
track the development of an event when the effects
of that event travel at different speeds. Heliophysi-
cal events are first observed (remotely) on the Sun,
and then propagate through the solar system while
potentially being detected by a variety of space- and
earth-based instruments. Effects caused by photon
emissions require line-of-sight view of the source
and any delays are related to exactly predictable
light travel times; those that are caused by parti-
cles occur with much longer delays. These delays

1http://helio-vo.eu

Figure 1: Illustration of how the location of an instrument
(using STEREO mission as exemplar) is a vital consideration
for whether it is able to provide an observation relevant to
the study of an event. The leading spacecraft will detect par-
ticles from a flare issuing from one side of the Sun, whereas
the trailing spacecraft will detect a CME shock wave on the
other side.

are not exactly predictable due to the interaction of
the particles with the interplanetary magnetic field,
and in most cases the effects are only experienced
if the propagating phenomena directly passes the
observer (see Figure 1).

We use previous work on virtual observatories as
much as possible and adopted a number of tech-
niques and standards developed within the Inter-
national Virtual Observatory Alliance (IVOA) [23].
However, the dynamic nature of heliophysics (in
particular, its strong dependency on time series)
has meant that we have had to borrow Web Ser-
vices approaches [6, 7] from other fields where data
sources change more rapidly than in deep-sky as-
tronomy (e.g., biosciences). An example of this is
our use of workflows to link data sources and our
workflow repository that allows queries to be re-run
as the data in the data services changes.

In Section 2, we describe the e-Science challenge
of heliophysics in more depth through a case study.
In Section 3, we describe how we meet the chal-
lenges of cross-catalogue searches with non-trivial
relationships between search regions and multiple
data models. In Section 4, we describe the archi-
tecture we have built. In Section 5, we describe the
scientific interface to the HELIO virtual observa-
tory. In Section 6, we summarise the wider impact
on eScience and how our methods will respond to
technology developments (e.g., Cloud Computing).
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2. Scientific case studies

2.1. Scientific setting

One of the key subjects studied by heliospheric
physics is the release of large amounts of ionised
particles, called plasma, that propagate through
the heliosphere and interact with planetary environ-
ments. Particles are accelerated by large solar ex-
plosions called flares or by prominences that erupt
and cause the ejection of “blobs” of plasma into in-
terplanetary space. They are commonly known as
coronal mass ejections (CMEs) [8]. Another phe-
nomenon under study is called stream interaction
regions (SIR) which forms when a fast solar wind
stream overtakes a slower one [9]. SIR are repre-
sentatives of a variety of perturbations in the solar
wind ambient plasma. Both phenomena, CMEs and
SIRs, originate by events produced at the Sun.

The analysis of these and similar phenomena
involves the availability of multi-instrument and
multi-wavelength data sampled at multiple loca-
tions. It also requires suitable propagation mod-
els so that it is possible to track the temporal
and spatial evolution of phenomena with respect
to triggering events (e.g., solar flares), interaction
events during interplanetary propagation (e.g., par-
ticle beam acceleration and reflection at the shock
front), and interaction processes with planetary
magnetospheres and atmospheres (e.g., compres-
sion and energy transfer, particle injection). Hence,
a scientist who wants to perform such an analysis
has to:

1. Identify the ancillary heliospheric events that
have concurred to determine the observational
scenario focused on the primary heliospheric
event of interest;

2. Identify the data sources;

3. Run propagation models to generate a time
frame relevant to the occurrence of the vari-
ous events;

4. Download the data sets;

5. Carry out the data integration;

6. Perform the physical modelling and interpre-
tation.

Remote observations from ground- and space-
based telescopes are usually needed because, be-
sides detecting the event under study, they exhibit a
contextual picture of the event. On the other hand,
in situ multi-spacecraft observations at different lo-
cations play a fundamental role in characterising

the propagating heliospheric event. Both kind of
data are typically stored in dedicated archives, that
can be accessed via web as standalone facilities or
through portals which provide a common interface
to different archives. There are virtual observato-
ries that provide access to a variety of data sets,
but they are usually sub-domain specific — i.e.,
they focus only on data relating to solar physics,
space physics, magnetospheric physics, etc. Hence,
the scientist had to manually follow the workflow
outlined above, making the preparatory phase of
the research in heliophysics a tedious and quite de-
manding activity. HELIO aims to simplify such
tasks, helping also the discovery of new data-sets
which otherwise the scientist would not be aware.
A use case of the analysis of multiple events using
HELIO is described below.

2.2. Case study: tracing a CME by auroral storms

CMEs are the largest-scale event in the helio-
sphere, they can carry up to 1013 kg of plasma at
several hundreds of kilometres per second. They
can produce auroral displays when they interact
with planetary magnetospheres. However, the
CMEs can cause other undesired effects to space-
craft and to the society at Earth (e.g., power-
grid failures, disruptions in satellite communica-
tions and increased corrosion of pipelines to name a
few) [10]. CMEs propagate through the heliosphere
deforming the local magnetic field as they expand,
thus making the exact prediction of their behaviour
challenging. Figure 2 shows the complexity that
entail the understanding and propagation of such
events. The data used for this figure was generated
by a simulation of a series of CMEs that erupted in
October–November 2003, they were known as the
Halloween events, and auroras were seen even in
latitudes as low as 40◦ (e.g., in Barcelona, Spain).

The aim of the following use case is to study
CMEs’ properties that have been observed by in
situ instruments first at Earth and then at Mars. To
achieve such a study the scientist would like to anal-
yse the properties measured, for each of the events,
at the Sun at the time of the ejection, then the
in situ properties when passed through Earth and
Mars. Once all the data is gathered and integrated
the scientist can proceed to study the properties
of such event (e.g., mass, magnetic field, velocities,

3Image from HAFv2 model from EXPI [11, 12, 13].
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Figure 2: Instantaneous snapshot of a simulation of the mag-
netic field lines, showing distortions to the interplanetary
magnetic field in the plane of the solar system caused by
two CMEs during the Halloween events. Of particular note
are the large distortions (from the close-to-ideal pattern in
the top half of the figure) in field line directions due to the
CME.3

etc.). A similar study has been already performed
[14] and it is used here as a comparison.

This use case involves the usage of automated
CME detection catalogues from coronagraphs (tele-
scope attachment that creates an artificial solar
eclipse by blocking out the solar disk allowing the
observation of the outer corona orders of magnitude
fainter than the disk). Also it includes observations
of the solar disk from extreme ultraviolet or Hα tele-
scopes to find out what solar features are correlated
with the CME. Images or time-series in other wave-
lengths can also add value to understand the prop-
erties of such events (e.g., magnetograms, X-ray in-
tensity increases). Radio observations can provide
information of the density and the shock speed of
the CME [15]. Few days after the CME erupted
on the Sun and if it is heading towards Earth, the
CME would be close to Earth, thus would be mea-
sured by in situ instruments orbiting around the
Lagrangian L1 point (place between the Sun and
Earth where their gravitational forces cancel each
other). A couple of hours later, the effects of the
CME on the Earth’s magnetic field can be mea-
sured by ground-based magnetometers and be seen
as aurora display. Finally, few days later it could
be detected by in situ instruments orbiting Mars,
assuming Mars and Earth are aligned in a suitable
configuration.

As this example shows, data from many different

sources had to be handled — i.e., identified, used in
search requests based on dates and times according
to the direction, speed and other properties of each
CME. This process needs to be repeated for all the
possible events which could hit Earth and Mars. It
is a not-trivial process due to the intrinsic proper-
ties of the data, and the lack of full standardisation
of the data descriptors because of the differences
between the disciplines in which individual instru-
ments were constructed.

HELIO provides to the scientist a common frame-
work with an operational scenario for heliophysical
data handling. Therefore, relieving the burden of
data source identification and data integration as
its web interface makes it possible to:

• place complex searches on multiple data repos-
itories

• propagate diverse events to different points in
the heliosphere

• use the new time-ranges to query for data at
the relevant locations where detections of the
event is expected to happen.

All this process is performed in a unified, user-
transparent way, as reported in Section 5. This
greatly facilitates the research, and creates a
favourable operational environment for knowledge
and data discovery. For example, the use case
shown could be easily expanded to test whether any
of the events found also hits Jupiter and/or Saturn,
find whether there were in situ detections, and even
if aurora displays were observed in either planet by
astronomy telescopes, like Hubble Space Telescope
[16].

3. The technical challenge of data in helio-
physics

The technical challenges of data in heliophysics
can be described as two major mapping problems.
One is concerned with the mapping of events across
space and time. This has to happen whenever an
event is propagating from the Sun through the He-
liosphere. The key problem is that different event
types propagate on quite different paths and at very
different speeds. Moreover, events can influence the
propagation path and speed of other events. Scien-
tists develop models for the propagation of events,
but the complexity of the problem and the sparsity
of instruments across the heliosphere makes this a
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challenging task. This problem will be discussed in
detail in Subsection 3.1.

The second mapping problem is a semantic one.
Heliophysicists use a variety of data formats, data
dictionaries, and data models in their work. De-
pending on their special area of interest it is diffi-
cult to understand and use data products created
by a group outside of that area. A lot of these data
products do not contain enough metadata to enable
scientists to interpret them without the assumed
knowledge within the source community. Moreover,
the phenomena being studied propagate from the
Sun throughout the solar system at varying rates
depending on their nature, which affects when and
where the events associated with them should be
searched for.

This is important because the HELIO infrastruc-
ture is not the only way for scientists to find and
work with heliophysical data; different organisa-
tions (e.g., NASA, ESA) set up virtual observato-
ries in which researchers can perform a subset of
the functionality provided by HELIO. Which subset
they cover depends on the concrete speciality these
virtual observatories were designed to perform.

HELIO is designed to cross the boundaries be-
tween sub-communities within heliophysics. The
project strives to provide services that can be used
on their own but are also easy to integrate with
one another and compose together to perform more
complex search tasks. The data provided is encoded
in the VOTable [17] format, an XML representation
of tabular data that is widely used in the astron-
omy and astrophysics communities, which allows it
to be rich in metadata, contain a full provenance
trail, and be annotated using the community stan-
dards UCD [18] and UType. The UType attribute
in particular provides a reference into a data model,
which is key for driving semantic matching. The
VOTable format can be interpreted by a large num-
ber of tools that the heliophysics community is al-
ready using to analyse their data. It was designed
for the exchange of data and provides the necessary
metadata fields to enable clear description of what
the meaning of the data in the table is, even long
after the query that generated the table was per-
formed. In particular, it captures two notions of
type associated with each table column:

1. The units that the data is expressed in, and the
coordinate system that the data was measured
within.

2. The higher-level meaning of the data; its in-

tended interpretation.

We are also aiming to bridge the gap arising
by different data standards in different commu-
nities within heliophysics by creating an ontology
that maps terms from these data standards to each
other.

3.1. Event propagation

The majority of the scientific requirements come
down to the need to find correlated events, where
the search space is non-trivial. In particular, there
is a need to search for matching events that are
occurring at locations other than the search anchor,
the site of original interest. Moreover, because the
majority of causes of events take time to propagate
through the solar system, the time that those events
at other locations could be expected to occur will
be different to the anchor time.

Propagation paths and speeds are dependent on
the kind of events and on events which occurred in
timely proximity of the event of interest. So a CME
event happening around the time of a flare changes
the magnetic field lines on which the particles of
the flare event are propagating and wherefore influ-
encing the distance, direction, and the arrival time.

The final significant complication is that the
propagation velocity is never known precisely, and
is in fact in principle unknowable (without actual
measurement) due to the natural variability of the
Sun; though it is possible to apply magnetohy-
drodynamic modelling to the propagation problem
(Figure 2 illustrates the output of such an exercise)
this is not generally practical due to it being unreal-
istically difficult to determine the initial conditions
with sufficient precision to be useful.

In practical terms this means that searching for
correlated events is a matter of propagating the an-
chor event back to the Sun, iterating over the pos-
sible (and scientifically-interesting) types of event
sources, propagating the event forwards to the site
of an instrument that could have detected the event,
seeing whether the instrument was actually observ-
ing at that time, and then looking to see if an event
was actually captured within a reasonable time win-
dow (see Figure 3). Besides matching events from
different catalogues which could be done with shift-
ing time intervals depending on the location of the
events compared, these steps could need some other
requirements that depend on the event being stud-
ied. For example, some events are co-rotating with
the Sun’s rotation (≈ 27 days), therefore we could
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Figure 3: Steps involved in the integrated use of the propa-
gation model with the information catalogues.

be interested in a previous or later rotation time in
order to study either the changes observed by their
origin in the Sun or the recurrence of the event on
a certain place in the heliosphere. If done without
supervision and with the actual information avail-
able, this introduces a lot of uncertainty, particu-
larly as different types of events propagate at differ-
ent rates, from the 45 000 km/s (15% of the speed of
light) for the flux of protons at 10 MeV, to speeds of
400–600 km/s for the thermally-generated slow so-
lar wind. Electromagnetic radiation is propagated
radially at light speed as the gravitational or mag-
netic field effects can be negligible for most of the
cases studied in heliophysics. The uncertainty is
compensated for by expanding the search volume
and lengthening the search time-slot; in effect, this
is attaching an estimate of error to the spacetime
location that the propagation model itself produces.

The Solar-Heliospheric Event Ballistic Algorithm
(SHEBA) [19] has been developed within HELIO as
a first approximation to solve the propagation prob-
lem. This algorithm, built on top of HELIO ser-
vices, offers three different propagation modes (i.e.,
CMEs, SIRs and high energetic particles) through a
simple 2D ballistic propagation model [20]. SHEBA
allows to run the propagation in two directions,
from the Sun outwards into the heliosphere, and
from any object (planet or spacecraft) backwards
to the Sun. Though SHEBA is a basic propagation
model, it has shown satisfactory results for non-
complex events (e.g., an individual CME propagat-
ing in a quiet environment) [19].

It should be noted that this propagation model
is itself of considerable scientific interest and will
be so in the future. In particular, complex simu-
lations can provide properties of the plasma cells
propagated (i.e., density, magnetic field, velocity)

[21, 22] as well as time ranges of arrival. There is a
clear demand from the heliophysical community to
have the ability to replace one version of the prop-
agation model with another.

3.2. Data models in heliophysics

The services in the HELIO system (see Section 4)
are designed to work on their own, but in order to
perform more complex tasks the user needs to exe-
cute these services in combination with each other,
using the outputs of one service in defining the cri-
teria for a call to another. Our primary instrument
for such linking is the Taverna workflow system
which is described in more detail in Section 4.6. We
have created an overarching data model in which we
define the content of the services, ensuring that the
data resulting from one query will be semantically
compatible with subsequent queries.

All HELIO services produce their output in
VOTable format, which was designed for the ex-
change of data in tabular form by the IVOA (the
standard body for virtual observatories). It is not
specific to any content and does not contain any re-
quirements of the description of the content. Even
though the format can be read by a number of ap-
plications, only the author of such a file can make
sure the content is meaningful to the recipient; this
is enabled through the presence of two hooks in the
VOTable format that are used to attach semantic
content to the data. The first one is the “UCD”,
which is a list of terms from a controlled vocab-
ulary, though the current version of UCD, 1.23,
does not contain appropriate terminology for he-
liophysics and the terms that are included do not
provide the granularity required for a satisfactory
mapping between tables. Since VOTable version
1.1, we can provide references into our own data
models through the use of the second hook, the
“UType”. That means we can create a data model
describing the data exactly to the level of detail
required to enable the use of the content between
services.

An analysis of the existing data models in helio-
physics showed that there are few well-defined data
models, of which the most widely used data model
is SPASE [24]. However, SPASE defines the struc-
ture of the data but does not deal with the meaning
of the content, and the resulting UType references
in a VOTable would be meaningless.

The HELIO data model was therefore con-
structed de novo with the idea to represent the se-
mantics of the underlying data. Fields with the
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Figure 4: The structure of the ontologies, showing how they
relate to each other with an upper ontology providing com-
mon concepts allowing the ontologies to be used together.

same content should have the same UType tag in
the VOTable no matter which service has produced
them. The resulting data model should not only be
usable by the HELIO services, but should be well
enough structured to be also easily usable by other
community data providers. By creating a new data
model, we run the risk that it will not be used out-
side of this project, but our hope is that by tackling
the semantics of the data in ways that other data
models did not do, we can reach adopters outside
our group.

3.3. A heliophysical ontology

Different parts of the heliophysics community use
different data models, data dictionaries, and file
types to describe, store and exchange their data.
These different data products were developed com-
pletely independently of each other, and often use
different keywords to describe what the same thing
is physically.

We addressed this through creating an ontology
describing the whole heliophysics discipline. In the
first stage of this process, we created an “Upper
Ontology” that contains the basic concepts used in
heliophysics, so creating a semantic skeleton for the
science. It is logically structured (see Figure 4) in a
way which makes maintaining the parts easier and
consists of:

Organisational Ontology This contains the
structure and properties of data, infrastruc-
ture and people.

Coordinate System Ontology This contains
classifications of coordinate systems, and
parameters relating to coordinate systems.

Heliophysics Ontology This contains the do-
main concepts of this community. It uses the
Coordinate Systems Ontology.

Upper Ontology This includes all concepts of the
previous three ontologies, and adds proper-
ties which bind concepts of the different sub-
ontologies together.

In the second stage, we used the “Upper Ontol-
ogy” to map terms from the SPASE data model, the
PDS data dictionary [26], the EGSO data model
[27], and the HELIO data model onto that struc-
ture. We created individual annotation types for
each of the data products and, where appropriate,
hierarchies of annotation types. This enables us to
use different levels of detail in the integration. An-
notations have the advantage that they can be cre-
ated for both classes and individuals, but a problem
is that common ontological tools cannot reason over
them, which needs to be considered when queries
are constructed. The resulting ontology (see Fig-
ure 5) can be queried for terms in these different
data products that represent the same concept or
a related higher or lower level concept. Of course,
the ontology can only provide these terms for areas
where these data products actually cover the same
ground, such as in the terms used for spacecraft
names. Beyond the mapping of terms, the ontology
can also inform about the concepts used in helio-
physics and their relation to one another.

The ontology is integrated into a Semantic Map-
ping Service, which is a web service providing a
SOAP interface to its functions (a part of the meta-
data category described in Section 4.2). This ser-
vice allows the ontology to be integrated into other
the parts of the HELIO system, or to provide se-
mantic mappings to workflows.

4. The architecture of the HELIO infrastruc-
ture

4.1. Overall architecture

The HELIO infrastructure is based on the con-
cepts of a Service Oriented Architecture [28]. SOAs
feature a set of loosely coupled components, and so
have two main advantages for HELIO:

1. The components can be deployed redundantly
at different locations, increasing the overall
stability of the system.

2. The components can be developed indepen-
dently at different locations by different teams,
so supporting the distributed nature of the
project consortium.
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Figure 5: The classes in the HELIO ontology [25], together with selected types of inter-class relation (principally “is-a”).

Another key aspect of the use of a SOA is that
the primary data resources (notably images and
spectra) are large and generated at a high rate4 so
keeping the catalogues describing that data close
to the depository institutions minimises the num-
ber of large transfers that need to occur. This nat-
urally leads to distributed catalogues due to the
substantial number of organisations participating
in heliospheric-related research.

The other principles used in the design of the HE-
LIO architecture [30] were that services should, to
as great an extent as possible, permit multiple ac-
cess methods (minimally including both integrated
and standalone modes), that no particular client or
workflow system should be specially favoured, that
the system should respect the security policies of
the service providers to as great an extent as possi-
ble (a real issue when some processing services re-
quire significant resources to operate), and that as
much non-scientific information as possible should
be hidden from the scientific users (i.e. that tech-
nical details of logins, data location, etc. should be
kept shrouded unless specifically requested).

4A single space-based observatory such as the SOHO
satellite can produce 0.5Gb/day continuously [29]. Ground-
based observatories can have much higher data rates. There
are over 50 observatories, with over 200 instruments produc-
ing many different types of data, and with collection happen-
ing over many decades; the oldest complete datasets start in
the nineteenth century.

Figure 6: Structural view of the main components involved
in the HELIO infrastructure. The arrows denote communi-
cation flows.

Figure 6 shows the conceptual architecture of the
components involved in the HELIO infrastructure.
The diagram is divided into four main areas.

Service Provider Components that implement
services providing access to data, metadata,
on-demand processing and storage capabilities.

Infrastructure Components that are required for
management, maintenance and security han-
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Figure 7: Information flows in complex HELIO usage, show-
ing how a workflow engine may be used within the front-end,
or instead of it.

dling of the HELIO infrastructure. Consumed
principally by the access layer.

Access Responsible for connecting and integrating
the underlying services and for facilitating ac-
cess to the infrastructure for different “service
user” components. This layer handles security,
failover, service resolution, etc.

Service User Components that provide the inter-
face between human beings and the underlying
infrastructure.

Although in simple usage, information proceeds
along the major flow directions identified in Fig-
ure 6, this is not the only way in which things can
work. For example, Figure 7 shows more complex
interactions that can exist when a workflow server
is in use. As can be seen, users can connect to
a centralised Graphical User Interface (the HELIO
Front-End, see Section 5) that uses an instance of
the Taverna Server (see Section 4.6), as well as us-
ing a local instance of a Taverna Workbench [31] to
define workflows. They can also access the HELIO
API directly through Java [32] or IDL (Interactive
Data Language [33]) code. Finally, some of the ser-
vices also offer standalone graphical user interfaces
that offer advanced functionality not available in
the HELIO Front-End.

Heliophysical data processing can potentially in-
volve substantial amounts of data processing and
computation, so it is important principle of the ar-
chitecture that the resources allocated to any par-
ticular piece of processing or storage are limited and
will be eventually reclaimed if not in use. This
is done according to the principles set out in [34]
with the level of resources assigned to a user ac-

cording to their identity5 and with the resources
being de-allocated after a time-out. The length of
time-out depends on the nature of the resource; the
results held in the database that backs up the front-
end website typically have a longer life-span than
the processes spawned by the HELIO Processing
Service or the workflow runs created by Taverna
Server.

4.2. Service provider components

The service provider components are divided into
three categories: data, metadata and processing.

The data category contains the Data Provider
Access Service (DPAS), which provides uniform ac-
cess to a multitude of archives with data about
heliospheric observations. The DPAS implements
connectors to various types of archives, such as
FTP- and HTTP-archives, web services, relational
databases and virtual observatories outside the he-
liophysics field.

The metadata category contains services for ac-
cessing secondary catalogues and other types of
metadata. These catalogues include collections of
events observed on the Sun and in the heliosphere,
features of the Sun as they evolve over time (e.g., fil-
aments, active regions, coronal holes), and descrip-
tions of what instruments were observing and where
they were located at the time.

Access to the metadata catalogues is given pri-
marily through the HELIO Query Interface (HQI),
a common interface implemented by all HELIO
metadata services that supports both REST and
SOAP styles of use. Service users may use either
interface style to get the same results. Conceptu-
ally, it supports a parametric query style to query
tabular data; parametric queries are best suited to
express and implement cases where the data model
is sufficiently well defined. The results of the queries
are formatted as VOTables.

The processing category holds services for on-
demand processing of data or metadata. Depending
on the scientific question asked to HELIO some in-
formation cannot be prepared in advance but has
to be computed based on given parameters. HELIO
provides several types of processing components:

5As a matter of policy we permit limited use by anony-
mous users, only accessing small fractions of the total
datasets available and running only pre-determined process-
ing operations that are known to consume resources to a
level acceptable to the hosting organisation.
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Taverna Server A workflow engine suited to
combine multiple services into a more complex
workflow (see Section 4.6).

HELIO Processing Service The HPS provides
access to a high performance computing in-
frastructure, used for resource intensive data
processing such as image analysis.

HELIO Storage Service The HSS acts as utility
service for the HPS and other services to store
large result sets.

Context services These give access to predefined
plotting services, e.g., to create a timeline plot
of solar activity for a given date range.

Data Evaluation Service This acts as an inter-
face to the Automated Multi Dataset Analysis
(AMDA) infrastructure [35], which provides a
collection of tools to access and analyse helio-
physical data.

Propagation Model This simulates the propaga-
tion of the effects of a solar event through space
and time, allowing the scientist to relate obser-
vations made at different locations and time to
the same event.

4.3. Infrastructure components

The infrastructure category provides helper ser-
vices for the management of the HELIO infrastruc-
ture; these components are usually transparent to
the end user and do not provide any information of
scientific value.

The HELIO Registry Service (HRS) is a directory
service to enable service discovery. Additionally, it
provides information on how to use the services.
The HELIO Monitoring Service (HMS) monitors
the system by frequently polling the status of the
service. In combination with the HRS it provides
the failover and load balancing capabilities of the
infrastructure.

The Community Interaction Service (CIS) im-
plements the basement for authentication in HE-
LIO. Moreover, it manages user profiles in a central
place.

4.4. Access component

Depending on their needs client applications may
choose to directly access individual HELIO services
or they may use the Java-based HELIO API. The
HELIO Java API facilitates access to the system by

shielding users from the underlying infrastructure.
It offers:

1. Transparent discovery of services,

2. Load balancing and failover (through the use
of the HRS and HMS),

3. Automatic handling of security and user profile
management,

4. Client stubs to access different service
providers in a uniform way, and

5. Utilities to combine services to solve more com-
plex tasks.

4.5. Service user components

We support user access to HELIO services
through multiple methods. The principal ones are:

HELIO Front-End The HFE provides an inte-
grated browser-based interface to the HELIO
services; it allows users to perform common
searches and data retrieval actions in a user
friendly way (discussed in more depth in Sec-
tion 5). The HFE is meant for novice users that
need only little or even no knowledge about the
services and the data model provided by HE-
LIO.

Taverna Workbench This allows users to define
custom workflows for their own specific scien-
tific use cases using a visual composition and
configuration environment. It also supports
the sharing of these workflows through social
media [36]. Thus, Taverna users can start
from an existing workflow and adapt it to their
needs. This allows even inexperienced users to
use HELIO for science.

HELIO IDL Client This enables access to HE-
LIO through the IDL scripting environment.
With IDL, users can interactively communi-
cate with the HELIO system, and in this way
combine the HELIO capabilities with advanced
data analysis tasks. The HELIO IDL client is
meant for expert users that have deep knowl-
edge of the HELIO data model.

Stand-alone Interfaces Most HELIO services
have their own stand-alone interfaces, allowing
them to be directly used over the web with-
out integration with any other system. The
standalone interfaces are mainly intended for
development and test purposes and to better
understand certain aspects of the system.
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We also support third-party application access, so
that other virtual observatories, data warehouses,
and graphical client applications can integrate with
HELIO.

4.6. Workflows in HELIO

HELIO uses Taverna [31, 37] as its exemplar
workflow system, as it provides a relatively sim-
ple mechanism for orchestrating multiple services
into a single unit of processing. In addition to sup-
porting the use of the Taverna Workbench, HELIO
has an installation of Taverna Server which can ex-
ecute workflows that have been created through the
Workbench and stored in the myExperiment work-
flow repository [36, 38]. These stored workflows6

are annotated with metadata that enables them to
be automatically exposed to users through the HE-
LIO Front-End, enabling workflow use and reuse
without the users having to install a complex piece
of software like the Workbench.

The workflows are principally comprised of pro-
cessing elements that access HELIO’s services (es-
pecially the query interfaces) via SOAP method
invocations, interleaved with extra processing ele-
ments to extract and combine results. One exam-
ple of this (see Figure 8) is a composite query which
takes a time period identified by the invoking user,
during which they want to search for correlated fea-
tures (coronal holes, etc.) and events (e.g., X-Ray
flares) originating from the same part of the Sun
(i.e., within a certain distance across the sun’s disk).
In the workflow diagram different colours represent
different types of operators. Green ones are SOAP
services, pink operators are nested workflows (stan-
dalone workflows which are included to provide a
specific functionality), brown operators are scripts
to do operations within the workflow (such as string
operations to transform a output of a service to the
required input patterns for a next service), blue
operators are string constants, and purple opera-
tors perform the composition and decomposition of
SOAP messages. In general, a SOAP service ele-
ment could be accessing any web service, but within
this paper they are used exclusively to access meta-
data catalogues that follow the HQI specification of
Section 4.2.

Architecturally, Taverna Server is a web service
that is hosted within a Java web container. The
server provides job and file management where the

6There are 46 shared workflows at the time of writing.

Workflow input ports

Workflow output ports
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EndTime SearchRadius

BuildHECQuery

AnnotatedFeatureTable CombinedTable

arcX arcY

parseVOTable

date

HelioEventCatalog

FilterEmptyResultsMergeHESSIField

HelioFeatureCatalog

MergeVOTables

Figure 8: Taverna workflow for querying the HELIO Feature
Catalogue and HELIO Event Catalogue and merging the
results. [39]

jobs are specialised to executing workflows created
by the Taverna Workbench. Workflows are exe-
cuted in a different local user account for each dis-
tinct user through the use of an impersonation mod-
ule, allowing for the application of per-user security
policies and accounting. Since it is necessary to use
impersonation to achieve this execution model, the
server installation is not shared with any other ser-
vices. Security tokens are mapped transparently
from the service call context to a parameter in the
execution environment so that the (limited) number
of workflows that need to access secured services
can do so automatically. Note however that the
large majority of heliophysics workflows in use (cur-
rently including all those in myExperiment) only
use public services.

4.6.1. CME science case as a workflow

The workflow in Figure 9 creates a VOTable
based on events in the CACTus SOHO CME cata-
logue [41, 42] which is filtered to events which could
have been seen at Earth and at Mars. Only events
which happen at a time when Earth and Mars are
not further apart than 80 degrees have a possibility
of effecting both planets. The HELIO Instrument
Location Service contains information about the
position of spacecraft and planets which we use to
query for suitable time periods. A database query
to this service reduces the initial search period. The
time periods need some adjustment for the time a
CME would need to arrive at the planets. Therefore
we perform a backwards propagation of the start
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Figure 9: Taverna workflow to select CME events which
could have been observed at both Earth and Mars. [40]

and end times using the HELIO processing service
running the CME backwards propagation model.
The times generated we use to query the CACTus
SOHO CME catalogue of the HELIO Event Cat-
alogue service for Halo events. Halo CME events
are events which propagate forwards to Earth. The
resulting list of events gets forward propagated and
only events where the propagation model predicts
a path including both Earth and Mars are used to
generate the final VOTable. The VOTable includes
all fields from the event catalogue and the predicted
times at Earth and Mars. With this information
the scientist can look for signatures of CMEs in the
data of the appropriate instrument and time. This
is a next step for which the Data Evaluation Service
could be employed.

The construction process of a workflow can be
split down into larger steps which can be developed
separately and can be included in the complex task
of a workflow. In this way, asynchronous service
calls (e.g., calling the processing service) can appear
as a single step in workflow diagram (represented as
pink boxes in Figure 9) making the process easier to
understand and workflow parts easier to reuse. Au-
tomatic re-tries of failed service calls make the pro-

cess more robust. Looping over datasets removes
a level of complexity as well, as the operators only
need to handle as simple types as required for the
operation, and enables easy parallelisation of oper-
ations.

5. The user interface

5.1. The design challenge

The major challenge of the user interface has
been to support the concurrent selection and combi-
nation of data from many instruments so as to sup-
port heliophysics research such as described in Sec-
tion 2. Though many user interfaces exist already
to perform single steps of the study, it is generally
recognised that none of them provide an easy way
of composing different analyses to answer larger re-
search questions. Former projects, such EGSO [43],
did provide an embryonic integrated user interface,
but the previously existing systems did not fully
support the way scientists want to work. As such, a
major rethink was required in order to increase the
acceptance of the HELIO user interface approach.

This HELIO approach is to present the underly-
ing capabilities as interface modules within a web
portal with a common look and feel. The inter-
face modules can be chained together as the user
requires. The chaining is based on the common un-
derlying data model while access to the underlying
services is shielded from the user. The principal fo-
cus of the user interface is on the catalogue entries,
images and spectra that constitute the heliophysi-
cal observations. The approach also provides means
for customisation of the interface to specifically sup-
port sub-communities of heliophysics. Individual
modules can be adapted to use updated algorithms
and additional data sources, or they can be re-
stricted to provide only the core subset of the func-
tionality of a module.

The user interface was made available to our
testers early in the development process, and fre-
quently updated according to user feedback. Their
experience and feedback was essential for ensuring
that we support the methods of working of such
groups. Moreover, this helps to promote the adop-
tion of the interface by the wider heliophysics com-
munity. This is essential to ensuring that HELIO
produces a sustainable suite of practical working
tools for new scientific discovery.

Two of the major challenges for the design are:
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• The user groups within the heliophysics com-
munity and their needs (and expectations) are
highly heterogeneous. Therefore, the user in-
terface has to provide multiple different types
of search task (e.g., searching by time and
searching by location) and both user-guided
and system-guided interaction styles.

• There are many heterogeneous data sets from
different repositories, as well as complex search
results, and their relationships have to be rep-
resented in a comprehensible way. Follow-
ing Shneiderman’s “Visual Information seeking
Mantra” [44], we use representation techniques
supporting overview, zoom/filter and details-
on-demand visualisation that differ from the
conventional user interfaces previously used in
the heliospheric domain.

Therefore, the user interface provides techniques
for the search tasks (where the focus is on how to
present an input search range, how to manage the
result, and how to pick a subset of the results) as
well as tools to navigate through the data sets (with
a particular focus on interactive visualisation of the
data sets through fetching appropriate previews).

5.2. Implementation

The user interface is realised as the HELIO Front-
End (HFE), a Rich Internet Application [45] writ-
ten in Javascript [46] that provides access to the
underlying HELIO API (see Section 4.4) and which
mimics much of the capabilities that would be ex-
pected in a desktop application through the use of
AJAX techniques [47]. This is in line with the re-
cent trend of several major IT companies to aban-
don support for third party browser plugins such as
Adobe Flash [48] or Microsoft Silverlight [49] and
to shift towards modern HTML5 [50] technologies.

The HFE is centred around the data — which
may either originate from catalogues within the
system or from an uploaded VOTable — and the
tasks performed on it. This distinguishes the
HFE from both normal web applications, which
are more workflow-oriented, and traditional scien-
tific systems, which are function-oriented. In a
function-oriented approach, input data is feed into
a function, processed and new data is generated.
Function-oriented applications are more suited for
data processing, while HELIO focuses on data re-
trieval and exploration. Data processing is per-
formed outside of HELIO after interesting data has
been found.

Figure 10: Flowchart diagram of a HFE task. Input param-
eters are fed into a task which creates output parameters.
An extraction step allows to derive input parameters for a
new task from the output.

In a data-centric system, the data processing is
done at an abstract level from the user’s perspec-
tive. For a given data product, the user is presented
with a set of tasks that can be applied to this data.
These tasks are presented in a domain specific, but
natural language like: “Get observations for a given
time range” or “See what instruments covered this
period” rather than as potentially cryptic function
names. This data-centric approach supports the
novice users to perform common tasks without hav-
ing deep knowledge of the detailed science, while
not preventing more advanced users from working
with the data.

Any task accessible through the HFE follows a
generic user interaction pattern:

1. Select a task to be executed. This is driven
by identifying the scientific question to be ad-
dressed.

2. Configure the input parameters required for
the selected task. The input parameters may
be entered manually or they may be reused
from a previously executed task. Generally,
tasks have sensible defaults for most input pa-
rameters.

3. Execute the task on the HELIO infrastructure.

4. Visualise the output of the task in order to en-
able users to analyse it and to extract new in-
put parameters from it. The extracted param-
eters can then be used for succeeding tasks.

5. Continue with step 1

This pattern allows the HFE to be designed and
implemented in a modular way. It is reflected in
the flowchart diagram in Figure 10.

5.2.1. Workflows in the HELIO Front-End

HELIO tasks cover many areas such as to re-
trieve data or metadata, join data tables, upload a
VOTable and access plots or quicklook images. Of
particular interest is the group of tasks to run pro-
cessing services like Taverna workflows. Typically
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a task is executed iteratively, i.e., the task is first
run with default input parameters, which are then
progressively adjusted to improve the result.

The input parameters of a task may be entered
manually, may come from a HELIO service such as
the event or feature catalogue or they may be read
from an external data source through an uploaded
VOTable. The input parameters are divided into
two categories: cross-search parameters and task-
specific parameters.

Cross-search parameters are the core parameters
of the heliophysics domain. Typically, they are used
to connect the output of one task with the input of
another. Examples of these parameters are time
ranges, locations, instruments and event lists.

Because there are only a few cross-search param-
eters, we were able to provide a custom tailored in-
put dialog for each of them. Some of these dialogs
even provide several input modes. For instance, a
time range can be entered by choosing a start and
end time from a calendar widget or by marking the
range in a time line plot showing the activity of the
Sun.

Task-specific parameters configure the behaviour
of a particular task but do not generally make any
sense when shared with other tasks. In HELIO,
task-specific parameters are further restricted to be
of simple type, such as numeric, boolean, string
or an array of a simple type. This allows us to
automatically generate a generic dialog for captur-
ing these values and like this significantly reduce
development costs. Figure 11 shows a sample in-
put dialog for parameters specific to a propagation
model task.

Once the input parameters for a workflow task
are specified the HELIO Front-End sends these pa-
rameters to the Taverna Server for execution of the
workflow. The HFE polls the Taverna Server until
a result is ready for download.

If the result contains tabular data encoded in the
VOTable format, the HFE will visualise it such that
a scientist can filter out data relevant to a scien-
tific question. This work needs to be done manu-
ally by selecting scientifically meaningful rows from
the tables. Only cross-search parameters can be
extracted, which greatly reduces the complexity of
the HFE while still addressing the majority of the
use cases.

If the result is comprised of raw data such as
FITS [51] files, PNGs or custom formats the HFE
offers tools for viewing and downloading the data.
The actual processing of such data is beyond the

scope of HELIO and will be done in dedicated data
analysis software packages.

At a higher level, the HFE interface is focused
around representing results from previous queries
as graphical data items that can be dragged and
dropped into different parts of the user interface.
This provides a direct method for users to compose
queries together in an ad hoc mechanism to explore
their scientific questions.

Integration of new workflow tasks in the HFE
is currently a manual process. The main reason
for this is that most registries used by the different
service providers do not provide native support for
UI-specific configuration parameters; for example,
the annotations supported by the T2FLOW format
used by Taverna is slightly too limited to support
the type metadata that would be required for au-
tomated UI construction7.

6. Conclusions and future work

The HELIO infrastructure is largely complete
and key use cases are being deployed. The commu-
nity consultation is proceeding via a series of work-
shops in which the requirements of the heliophysi-
cists are being mapped onto the services and the
services are linked in dynamic workflows that exe-
cute across a back-end infrastructure that transpar-
ently uses Grid and Cloud resources. The workflows
represent a key resource for the community, just as
they do in other disciplines and are shared via the
myExperiment repository [36]. We have been care-
ful to reuse previous work by the virtual observa-
tory and eScience communities, and we believe that
our success in doing this is a mark of the progress
of eScience to becoming a more mature field of re-
search. As a result, we are able for the first time to
address the whole nature of heliophysics.

The current status of the system is that all ser-
vices are working and are available via the HELIO
Web site. Half the services are currently replicated
on geographically disparate servers for failover and
resilience. The workflow repository on myExperi-
ment currently has 74 items, mostly workflows (62)
but also the HELIO ontology and explanatory pre-
sentations. On this site it can be seen that work-
flows have been downloaded between 90 times from

7SCUFL2 will be able to support sufficient richness of
annotation, but was not available in time for us to use as a
development target.
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Figure 11: Generated dialog for input parameters specific to the propagation model. Note particularly the explanatory text
for each of the parameters, and the context illustration below.

the most accessed down to workflows that have less
than 5 downloads. The project has held four Coor-
dinated Data Analysis Workshops during the soft-
ware has been tested on realistic science queries and
explorations. Performance testing of individual ser-
vices indicates that the system can handle of the
order of 100 concurrent queries with an acceptable
query return time of less than ten seconds. Thus
the status of the system is that has been tested
by a modest number of users but those that have
tested it have performed worthwhile scientific tasks
and posters and papers based on use of the system
have been presented at workshops and conferences
on geophysics, space weather and solar system sci-
ence. Part of future work will be to continue to
engage the heliophysics communities and to record
statistics and usage via the web site and the work-
flow repository.

Studying the heliophysics discipline in a system-
atic manner will bring new challenges, and methods
will be developed that can be applied in other data-
centric sciences. Future work will integrate the data
gathered from observations with models of the ener-
getic processes of interplanetary space, allowing for
example the models to be continuously calibrated
with data in a similar manner to data ingestion in
weather forecasting.
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